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Chapter 1 : Catalog Record: A practical commentary on the Gospel | Hathi Trust Digital Library
Practical Commentary On Gospel According to St. Mark [James Morison] on calendrierdelascience.com *FREE*
shipping on qualifying offers. This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important, and is part of the
knowledge base of civilization as we know it.

I live in a small house. I work in a small office in a small church. For those reasons and others I will never
have a huge library. When I add a book I almost always remove a book, a practice that allows me to focus on
quality over quantity. Over the past couple of years I have focused on building a collection of commentaries
that will include only the best volumes on each book of the Bible. I studied them and then began my collection
on the basis of what the experts told me. Since I did all of that work, and since I continue to keep up with the
project, I thought it might be helpful to share the recommendations. Sponsor Become a Patron My focus is on
newer commentaries at least in part because most of the classics are now freely or cheaply available and I am
offering approximately 5 recommendations for each book of the Bible, alternating between the Old Testament
and the New. Mark Of the five suggestions, the first three represent a very clear consensus from all the
experts; the two that follow are still widely regarded as excellent, but there appears to be a significant gap
between the best three and the rest. The Pillar series, edited by D. His emphasis on the theology of Mark is
especially helpful. For that reason, it may be worth buying sooner rather than later. This is the one
commentary on Mark that John Piper recommends. This is the most concise of the commentaries listed here
though it is still pages and will necessarily be limited by its size. However, smaller, more readable
commentaries do have their place and the experts agree that this one is an excellent addition to any library.
Amazon , Westminster Books C. This is the oldest commentary in the list and do remember that I am focusing
on newer commentaries since most of the older ones are now available for free. This one receives the highest
commendation from Derek Thomas. Finally, I often enjoy R. Let me close with a question: What are your
preferred commentaries on Mark?
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Chapter 2 : Full text of "Practical Commentary on Gospel According to St. Mark"
In the Logos edition of A Practical Commentary on the Gospel According to St. Mark, this valuable volume is enhanced
by amazing functionality. Scripture citations link directly to English translations, and important terms link to dictionaries,
encyclopedias, and a wealth of other resources in your digital library.

Erdman attentively studies the ministry of Christ through the account of Mark. Expressing the service-oriented
life of Christ and his apostles, Erdman moves chapter-by-chapter expounding on the unique qualities of Mark
within the Synoptic Gospels. This book is not a running commentary on the Sunday-school lessons, but it is a
clear and popular exposition of the whole of the Gospel of Mark. I do not know of any other short, popular
exposition of the Gospel of Mark which is quite so satisfactory as this one. The introduction is particularly
valuable; the analysis is thoroughly satisfying; and the comments are pertinent and spiritual. Erdman was
ordained in , and went on to become pastor of Overbrook Presbyterian Church in Philadelphia. The Gospel of
St. Mark with Notes Author: Longmans, Green, and Co. Contrasting the Gospel of Mark with the other
Synoptic Gospels, Lyttelton expresses the events in the character and life of Christ. Forming an emphasis on
fulfilled Old Testament prophecy, the author explores the course of redemption and discharge of the Law.
Lyttelton later became Headmaster of Haileybury College. He was well known for his talent in cricket while
playing for Cambridge. The Gospel According to St. Wells Gardner, Darton and Co. Offering both annotation
and notes alongside with his commentary, G. MacDermott expresses the implicit and inherent meaning found
within the text. Rice delivers exegetical studies on the account of Christ, the relationship of Mark within the
Synoptic Gospels, and the development of the apostles. Rice examines the various translations and codexes
relevant in providing thorough studies with the Gospel. The Gospel According to S.
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Chapter 3 : Mark: A Devotional Commentary: Meditations on the Gospel According to St. Mark by Leo Zanc
A learned, pious, and practical commentary upon the Gospel according to St. Mark: wherein the sacred text is logically
analysed: the meaning of the Holy Spirit clearly and soundly opened.

Jones preached this commentary as a series of sermons during his Tuesday morning ministry when he first
arrived at Richmond Hill Congregation Church. This verse by verse commentary is honestly and warmly
written with practical advice on living a Christian life. This work was orignally part of the larger work by J. D
Jones called the Devotional Commentary. Mark is the shortest gospel, yet Dr. Jones wrote 2 megabytes of
warm, inspiring commentary! His commentary is homiletical rather than explanatory or doctrinal, but I still
think it is one of the best. Learning from Spiritual Giants of the Faith. Most people prefer the commentary
format. Each is labeled on the download page. D Jones Courtesy of Warren Wiersbe: John Daniel Jones was at
first known as Jones of Bournemouth because of a man with a similar name. Jones was a Congregationalist
who was friends with W. Robertson Nicoll and on a lesser scale, Dwight L. He could have been F. Jones
remained for thirty-nine years as the beloved pastor of Richmond Hill Congregation Church in Bournemouth,
retiring in June 6, He pastored with a genuine love for people and a no non-sense approach. He was a biblical
preacher, but he was not an expositor of the same type as Alexander Maclaren or the gifted Welshman D. In
the biography J. Jones of Bournemouth, Arthur Porritt remarked: He was always on a plateau, butâ€”as
friendly critic figuratively saidâ€”there were no mountains and no valleysâ€”just a uniform level of
excellence. He never searched for excitingly unusual texts, nor did he strive to find startlingly unusual
interpretations of his texts. Mar 22 Bond, thanks for making this kind of conservative, evangelical material
available for our use. Other files you may be interested in..
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Full text of "A practical commentary on the Gospel according to St. Mark" See other formats.

Although many of the scanning errors have been corrected for edition, the text has not yet been carefully
proofread and formatted. More corrections will be made as time permits. Meanwhile, we believe most users
will find this material quite useful despite the minor flaws. Good, but more ordinary, works are in medium
type, and the least desirable are in the smallest letter. Thus we hope the eye will be caught at once by volumes
best worthy of attention. Intended for workers, and likely to be useful to them. This book reads to us like utter
nonsense. We question if anyone except the author will ever be able to make head or tail of it, and he had
better be quick about it, or he will forget what he meant. He died before it was quite finished. It is complete to
Chapter XVI. Its value is great. A New Version, with a Commentary. The mass of the volume is taken up with
an introduction to the New Testament. It is written by a teacher for teachers. The remarks are not very
profound, nor always such as we should endorse, but they are well fitted for their purpose. This proves his
candour. His comment is somewhat out of date, but it is still good. Good notes for teachers. A fit companion
to No. A Brief Exposition of Matthew. The work is, to men of our school, more suggestive of sermons than
almost any other we have met with. New Translation, with Brief Notes. Godwin is a painstaking elucidator of
the word, and his plan is an excellent one. Students in college will value him. An important work, which may
be consulted with advantage. Lectures on the Gospel of Matthew. We cannot accept the forced and fanciful
interpretations here given. Translated by Thomas Tyroroe. His commentaries contain the cream of the older
writers, and are in much esteem, but are very rare. We differ greatly in doctrinal views from Dr. Morison, but
we set a great price upon his Matthew and Mark, which deserve the utmost praise. Course of Lectures on
Matthew. Solid, sound, soporific sermons; intended for lay helpers to read, with the prayers appended. They
will not make the hearers lie awake at nights, or cause them palpitations of heart through excess of original
and striking thought. But stop, he is a near neighbor of ours. The author says of his work, "no novelty of any
kind, no originality either of thought or research will be found in it. Genius of the Gospel. We hardly know a
more suggestive book. Few could ever read it through; but to a wise minister it would be a mine of wealth.
Alexander expounds Mark as an independent record, and does nat constantly tell us to "see Matthew and
Luke. The different paragraphs are treated under most suggestive headings which are the most useful parts of
the book. Infant baptism is far too prominent, but the little work is likely to be very helpful. The notes and
trans lation are really good. Contains much very helpful comment. Rye says of this work: Oosterzee in Lange
is excellent. To preachers who will not steal the lectures, but use them suggestively, they will be extremely
serviceable. This writer endeavors to give the results of learning in such a manner that working men may
understand them. He says many good things. Luke, with English Notes. Exposition of Luke, in a Series of
Lectures. Clear good sense, freshness, and earnestness are well combined. We have had great pleasure in
examining these lectures. Suggestive Commentary on the New Testament, on an original plan [Luke, 2 vols.
Practical Exposition of John. To the wise a mine of treasure. Augustine is often fanciful; but even his fancies
show a master-mind. Much that passes for new is stolen from this prince of theologians. Discourses which
must have been very profitable to the hearers. Students will do better with works which are more condensed.
Biblical Studies on John. Trans-lated from the German by M. There are often very exquisite devotional
passages, and a vein of earnest piety runs through the whole work. Lectures, forming a Continuous
Commentary. The plan of this work will prevent its being widely used; but its execution strikes us as being
uncommonly able. It is intensely Episcopalian, even to Baptismal Regeneration, yet it brings a good deal of
light to bear on the Gospel of John, and, if to be met with at a very low figure, it is not to be passed by.
Exposition of the Last Nine Chapters of John. The interpretation of the Third of John is eminently
unsatisfactory; Mr. Dunwell teaches Baptismal Regeneration. Excellent; beyond all praise. It is a full-stored
treasury of sound theology, holy thought, and marrowy doctrine. In this translation the first verse runs thus:
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The notes do not charm us. Notes on the Gospel and Epistles of John. Though the author opposed
Socinianism, we cannot but regard his views as an introduction to that heresy. The spirit of the book is vicious.
Mare spiritual than is usual with German theologians, and quite as scholarly as the best of them. Our judgment
is less commendatory. An Exposition of a Parte of S. Johannes Gospel made in sondrie readinges in the
English Congregation, 12mo. Not intrinsically worth the price, nor a tenth of it. Suggestive Commentary on
John, Vol. Dr men who read this volume do not preach the better for so doing, it is not Mr. Lectures on John
IV. Yet withal somewhat laborious reading. Great High Priest within the Vail. Sound theology and honest
exposition, Multum in parvo. Brown is always deep, full, and overflowing. Sermons of a high order: To be
estimated rather from a homiletical than an expository point of view. If not one of the chief of the Puritans,
Newton was but little behind the front rank in ability. Joseph Alleine was his assistant minister at Taunton. His
writings are plain and profitable. In all respects a work of the highest merit. Homilies on the former part of the
Acts of the Apostles. Not so good as his critical notes; but such an author always deserves attention. The
Church in the House. Intended to be read in families on Sabbath afternoons; but all who are acquainted with
Dr. Arnot will know that even his simplest expositions are rich and full.
Chapter 5 : Commenting & CommentariesÂ—Catalogue
A learned, pious, and practical commentary, upon the Gospel according to St. Mark wherein the sacred text is logically
analyzed; the meaning of the holy Spirit clearly and soundly opened: doctrines naturally raised, strongly confirmed,
vindicated from exceptions, and excellent inferences deduced from them: all seeming differences in the history between
this and the other evangelists fairly reconciled: many important cases of conscience, judiciously, succinctly, and
perspicuously solved.

Chapter 6 : Full text of "A practical commentary on the Gospel according to St. Mark"
Full text of "Practical Commentary on Gospel According to St. Mark" See other formats.

Chapter 7 : A Practical Commentary on the Gospel According to St. Matthew
Lindsay, Thomas - The Gospel According to St. Mark, with Introduction, Notes, and Maps Lindsay () was a historian and
a professor in the Free Church of Scotland. See his portrait. Morison, James - A Practical Commentary on the Gospel
According to St. Mark n.d. pp.

Chapter 8 : a_practical_commentary_on_the_gospel_according_to_st_mark
Commentaries on Mark. A list of the best commentaries on Mark ranked by scholars, journal reviews, and site users.
You can find the best commentary on Mark for you using the tools on the right side.

Chapter 9 : Classic Commentaries and Studies on Mark (24 vols.) - Logos Bible Software
The gospel according to St. Mark with maps, notes and introduction / by: Maclear, G. F. Published: () The gospel
according to St. Mark with introduction and notes / by: Green, S. Walter.
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